Top French media companies team up for uniﬁed login system
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A (very) simple idea originating from a double analysis
The cookie has become (wrongly ?) the symbol of privacy. Its removal is evoked by the entire high-tech planet
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ITP 1.0 (2017) :
Cookies 3rd party unusable after 1 day
Purge coockies after 30 days : Criteo’ share -20%
ITP 2.0 (2018) :
End of 3rd party cookies
ITP 2.1 (2019) :
Cookies 1st party unusable after 7 days
ITP 2.2 (Q3 2019) :
Cookies 1st party unusable after 1 days
SAFARI : 25% worldwide mobile visits
FIREFOX also blocks 3rd party coockies
CHROME is working on a « ITP Like »

Consent to use
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A (very) simple idea originating from a double analysis

Ecosystèmes logués
Cookie

Consent to use

Contract
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French connection : Teaming up and turning to uniﬁed login systems
….. so users can access multiple media sites through a single email address.

KEY SUCCES
FACTORS

Minimum number of publishers

10 media group / 100 Web site
80% monthly coverage 35% daily coverage
=> much more to come
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French connection : Teaming up and turning to uniﬁed login systems
….. so users can access multiple media sites through a single email address.

KEY SUCCES
FACTORS

Minimum number of publishers
Common good / Neutral gouvernance

Digital publishers association
140 members
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French connection : Teaming up and turning to uniﬁed login systems
….. so users can access multiple media sites through a single email address.

KEY SUCCES
FACTORS

Minimum number of publishers

NO DATA – NO ADVERTISING – NO DMP

As simple as possible

“Create an independent, common technology
infrastructure that all publishers and other
media owners can plug into”

Common good / Neutral gouvernance
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A Single Login to all French Content Publishers
The SSO GESTE (PASS MEDIA) initiative consists of setting up an authentication brick shared by all French content publishers .
As a result, the user has access to different websites and secure applications by logging in only once, for his or her very ﬁrst visit
to the site!
without Pass Media

With each new visit to a new publisher site,
the user is automatically connected to his
personal account
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Démonstration

PASSMEDIA account : advantages for users

Large Ecosystem
Thanks to a single
PassMedia account, the
user has access to a whole
ecosystem of online
content publishers and the
services they offer.

Single Login
Once logged on to a site,
the user will automatically
be logged on to all other
PassMedia member sites
that he/she will visit later

Cross-Device
Experience
The route is optimized and
navigation is guaranteed on
all devices

Personnalisation
Thanks to the contract with the
publishers, the content and
advertisements offered to the
Internet user are personalized
and adapted to his or her
interests (recommendations,
management of favorites, rereading, etc.).
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PASSMEDIA account : advantages for publishers
Collective
The collective approach makes it
possible to establish a widely
distributed log-in database because
it is clearly identiﬁed by the user

Customer Knowledge
knowledge about the target audience
allows publishers to offer them
targeted advertising, tailored

Commitmentt
the single log-in makes the user's
navigation more effortless while offering
personalized content and offers

services etc.

Identiﬁcation
Directly Improves

Protects the media of potential losses
in revenus

capacity of monetisation

Paid content /
and subscription

Content ﬁnanced
by advertising
Advertising revenues

New sources of
revenus+15-30%

+15-50%

A requirement for
successful monetisation
Resiliance to new regulations

Avoided lost revenues
-30-57%
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PassMedia #Figures
10
Founding members

~100 websites and app’s

By the end of 2020, ~100
sites & apps
will integrate PASSMEDIA

1
Common technical
solution
SAP Customer Data Cloud

5 M€
Launch + 3 years
750 000 €
subvention
PassMedia has obtained the
support of the Google fund
dedicated to innovation in the
press for
750 000€

… + 1M€ request
Fonds de soutien à l’émergence et à l’innovation
dans la presse
« a grant of €1 million has been requested”

Pilot january 2020 : RTL / 20 minutes / L’Equipe / JDD / PARIS MATCH / EUROPE1
End of Q2 2020 : most of the websites should be connected

Top French media companies team up for uniﬁed login system
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